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Costa Rica
Dyalá Jiménez, DJ Arbitraje
Patricio Grané Labat, Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer LLP
Costa Rica introduced alternative dispute resolution (ADR)
mechanisms in the 1990s through its judiciary, which recognised
the need to offer more effective means of resolving disputes. Since
then, arbitration has become an oft-used mechanism for dealing
with commercial disputes. However, the potential of arbitration
as an alternative to the traditional proceedings before local courts
has not been completely realised. This is due in part to the fact
that practitioners still instinctively utilise procedural litigation
mechanisms instead of taking full advantage of the flexibility and
efficiency that arbitration offers. That, however, is expected to
change.The modern legal framework for international arbitration
adopted by the Costa Rican Congress, which is virtually identical to the UNCITRAL Model Law (as amended in 2006) (the
Model Law), provides an opportunity to introduce current arbitration practices to the local culture. Given that and other propitious conditions described in this article, Costa Rica is well placed
to become a regional centre for international commercial cases.
After a sensible institutional reform in 1996, Costa Rica
pursued a policy of treaty making in the area of international
trade and international investment protections. It negotiated and
ratified dozens of bilateral investment treaties (BITs) and free
trade agreements (FTAs) with investment chapters (collectively,
international investment agreements or IIAs), thus cementing the
country’s commitment to free trade and protection of foreign
investment. In the nearly 20 years since then, Costa Rica has built
a solid track record of compliance and observance of its obligations under those IIAs. In fact, Costa Rica has not been found to
violate its obligations to accord fair and equitable treatment, full
protection and security, most-favoured nation and national treatment. It has been ordered to pay compensation for expropriation
only in two cases, both of which stemmed from measures that
pursued environmental protection objectives.1
Section II below will provide a description of the legal framework and the relevant judicial decisions, as well as other aspects
of international commercial arbitration in Costa Rica, such as
logistics, services, and institutions. Section III will discuss the IIAs
in force for Costa Rica and will review the country’s track record
as a respondent in investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) proceedings. Both sections show that Costa Rica is an arbitrationfriendly country.
The international commercial arbitration regime in Costa
Rica

Costa Rica keeps a ‘dualistic’ legal regime: it has a law that
governs domestic arbitration, the Law on Alternative Dispute
Resolution and Promotion of Social Peace of 4 December 1997
(ADR Law, or Law 7727), and a law that governs international
arbitration, Law on International Commercial Arbitration of 25
May 2011 (International Arbitration Law or Law 8937). Between
the time when the former came into force and when the latter
became effective, the restrictions on language of the arbitration
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proceedings and the nationality of arbitrators found in the ADR
Law were interpreted to apply to international cases.2 Though this
only affected a few cases, it hurt Costa Rica’s reputation.
The International Arbitration Law eliminates these restrictions
and includes no reference to the local Code of Civil Procedures,
so this obstacle has been removed. The new framework provides
a fertile ground in which to grow a modern arbitration practice
in Costa Rica.
Legal framework and jurisprudence

Court decisions have been, on balance, positive for the development of arbitration.3 The First Chamber of the Supreme Court
of Justice4 (the First Chamber) is the court in charge of matters
regarding international commercial arbitration under Law 8937.
Since it is the same as the court that has rendered decisions under
Law 7727, it is expected that the pro-arbitration judicial policy
will continue.
As a civil law country, the Costa Rican legal framework follows a hierarchy that gives weight to rules depending on the legal
instrument where they are found. Thus, constitutional norms are
the highest ranked, followed by international treaties and domestic legislation, in that order. Decrees and regulations implement
laws, but this article does not deal with them.
Constitutional right to arbitration in Costa Rica

It is a constitutional right enshrined in article 43 of the
Constitution of Costa Rica that all persons have the right to
solve their economic disputes through arbitration. Law 7727
provides that ‘public persons’, including the state, may submit
their disputes to arbitration.5 The First Chamber has confirmed
this numerous times. The capacity of the state and its entities to
consent to arbitration therefore cannot be questioned, at least as
a matter of principle.
Unlike in jurisdictions where the issue is debated,6 the Costa
Rican Supreme Court has held consistently that the constitutional remedy of amparo is not the appropriate means of dealing
with alleged violations of due process in arbitral proceedings.7
Relevant international legal instruments in force in Costa
Rica

Costa Rica is a party to the United Nations Convention on the
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards of 1958 (New York
Convention).8
Costa Rica is also a party to the Inter-American Convention
on International Commercial Arbitration of 1975 (Panama
Convention).9 Almost identical to the New York Convention, the
Panama Convention also provides that arbitrators may be of any
nationality,10 and that when parties of countries that are party to
the treaty have agreed to arbitration but not provided the means,
the applicable default rules are those of the Inter-American
Commission on Commercial Arbitration.11 There are no reported
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cases concerning arbitrations where the Panama Convention has
been applied in Costa Rica.
Costa Rica is a party to the Hague Convention Abolishing
the Requirement of Legalisation for Foreign Public Documents
(the Apostille Convention or Hague Convention).12 The implementation of this Convention is the responsibility of the Ministry
of Foreign Relations.13
Law 8937 on international commercial arbitration

As mentioned, Law 8937 entered into force on 25 May 2011.
That law is inspired by the UNCITRAL Model Law but departs
from the Model Law in some notable ways. The six subsections
below will describe some of the key differences between Law
8937 and the Model Law.
Scope of application

Law 8937 includes a provision devoted to the scope of the subject matter of arbitration agreements. Article 37, which does not
exist in the Model Law, provides that ‘disputes regarding matters of free disposition and transaction, in conformity with the
applicable civil and commercial provisions, can be submitted to
arbitration’.14 Both Costa Rican doctrine and courts take a broad
approach in terms of matters that can be resolved by arbitration
and exclude only non-commercial matters, such as labour, criminal and family litigation, as well as bankruptcy and inheritance
disputes.15
Another deviation from the Model Law in Law 8937 regarding its scope of application is that article 1 of the Law provides
that it shall not apply to investor-state disputes regulated in international agreements.16 Although at first sight it may seem to be a
limitation when interpreted in the context of the law, it should
not constitute a hindrance.17
The International Arbitration Law designates the First
Chamber as the only court that may intervene in international
arbitration proceedings, albeit in limited situations, such as
enforcement of the arbitration agreement, constitution of the
arbitral tribunal, and recognition of the award.18 The novelty of
Law 8937 as compared to the Model Law is that it adds that the
First Chamber may delegate on lower judicial authorities matters
regarding specific procedures.19
The arbitration agreement

The Fourth (Constitutional) Chamber of the Supreme Court has
characterised arbitral agreements as ‘contractual with procedural
effects’20 and has enforced valid arbitration agreements.
Although article 37 of Law 7727 recognises that the arbitrators determine their own competence,21 in practice when a
lawsuit is brought before a lower court first and the defendant
moves to refer the case to arbitration, the lower court refers the
validity of arbitration clause to the First Chamber, rather than to
the arbitral tribunal.22 The situation is different when the dispute
is brought first to arbitration and then a party contests the arbitration agreement. In those cases, the First Chamber reviews arbitral
awards regarding jurisdiction only after the arbitral tribunal has
rendered its decision.23
Another feature of Law 8937 is that it opted for the requirement that the arbitration agreement be in writing. The First
Chamber has held that the arbitration agreement must be
expressly stated, rather than being tacit or implicit.
The First Chamber has held as well that the arbitration
agreement or arbitral clause ‘cannot encompass third parties by
virtue of the principle of relativity of contracts’.24 Nevertheless,
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non-signatories have been deemed to have consented to arbitration in cases of assignment,25 group of ‘economic interest’,26 and
umbrella agreements, as regards related companies that enter into
the contractual relationship subsequently.27 On the other hand,
the First Chamber has found that a clause is not enforceable on
nonsignatories; it did so in case of a bank trustee that was not part
to the agreement that contained the arbitration clause.28 However,
most recently, the First Chamber set aside the summary decision
of an arbitral tribunal that found that it lacked jurisdiction in relation to the legal representative of the respondent company. The
Chamber considered that the tribunal should not have decided
the matter without examining all the evidence on the record and
that the decision was premature. It effectively ordered that the
arbitration continue until further evidence could be considered
for a final decision.29
Finally, it is important to mention the judiciary’s stance
regarding multi-tiered clauses. The First Chamber has not
enforced the first ‘tier’ of this type of clause, which provides for
means of dispute resolution as a condition precedent for arbitration, because they are by nature not compulsory. In essence, the
First Chamber deems that ADR mechanisms that do not result
in binding decisions should be kept voluntary.30 Whether dispute
adjudication boards will be considered to fit into the voluntary
category remains to be seen.
The arbitral tribunal

The provisions of the International Arbitration Law devoted to
the constitution of the arbitral tribunal follow the same spirit of
the Model Law, which is respect for party autonomy (including
the nationality of the arbitrators), the possibility of delegating the
parties’ will to an institution or a third party, and the requirement
that the arbitrators be independent from the parties.
There is one deviation from the Model Law, which is that
the default number of arbitrators under Law 8937 is one arbitrator whereas under the Model Law it is three. In addition, while
parties are free to determine the number of arbitrators, Law 8937
requires an odd number, something that is not required expressly
in the Model Law.31
Provisional measures

By virtue of article 9 of Law 8937, parties who have entered into
an arbitration agreement are free to seek provisional measures
from competent state courts without that constituting an implicit
waiver of the arbitral jurisdiction.
As regards the powers of the arbitral tribunal to order provisional measures, Law 8937 includes the sections of the Model
Law introduced in 2006, including the power to issue preliminary
orders. Unlike the Model Law, Law 8937 does not refer to the
form that the provisional measure must take but it does require
that it be reasoned.32 There are no reported cases on enforcement
of provisional measures ordered by arbitral tribunals under the
International Arbitration Law.
The proceedings

The provisions of Law 8937 that require party equality33 and
the freedom to agree on the procedure by which the arbitration
shall be conducted34 are relatively straightforward and are part
and parcel of the international standard in international arbitration. Nevertheless, they may prove to be the most challenging
aspect for practitioners in Costa Rica, given that they provide
no specific rules or instructions, nor do they refer to national
procedural norms.
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In contrast, in domestic arbitration practitioners have become
used to applying the Code of Civil Procedures for matters such
as terms and deadlines, notifications, swearing in of the witnesses,
and hearing experts.35 Although article 39 of domestic arbitration
Law 7727 provides for flexibility in the proceedings as well, that
provision includes a reference to local procedural rules36 in case
of lacunae.37 In practice, arbitrators interpret the concept of ‘local
procedural rules’ to mean Code of Civil Procedures, and practitioners are used to following certain aspects of that code.
Another modification included in Law 8937 is article 38,
which establishes that proceedings are confidential; this does not
exist in the Model Law. That same provision further states that
the award shall be public, save agreement by the parties to the
contrary.38
The arbitral award

As mentioned, the award shall be public.The names of the arbitrators and counsel shall appear in the award, although the parties’
names must be replaced with their initials. In practice, other than
cases of setting aside or enforcement, awards are kept private, as
there is no institution dedicated to publishing awards. In any case,
parties are free to agree in the arbitration clause or any time during the proceedings that the award will be kept private.
Provisions regarding the form of the award, applicable law and
the setting aside and enforcement of the award are identical to the
Model Law. As compared to domestic arbitration Law 7727, the
main difference is that the ground for setting aside the award if
it is rendered beyond the time limit is not included in Law 8937.
An argument can be made, nonetheless, that such a ground still
exists under article 34(2)(iv), according to which an award may
be set aside if the proceedings were not carried out in accordance
with the parties’ agreement. Thus, on such an important aspect,
practitioners can expect that the First Chamber’s track record will
remain along the same lines that it has traced for domestic cases.
In general, they have coincided with what is considered standard
in international arbitration.39
To illustrate this last point, of more than 40 setting aside proceedings that were decided by the First Chamber between 2015
and early 2017, only five awards were completely or partially set
aside. In reading the decisions, there appears to be consistency on
behalf of the First Chamber, which set aside awards based on the
following grounds:
• to admit and rely on evidence submitted by one party without
hearing the other party;40
• to decide the dispute arising out of a contract that was not
covered by the arbitration agreement and extend the decision
to a company that was not part of the arbitration;41
• to breach public policy by failing to state the reasons for the
award;42
• to award damages in excess of what was claimed (annulled in
that part only);43 and
• finally, by rendering the final award without having decided
on the exception on jurisdiction submitted by one of the
parties.44
The number of cases decided by the First Chamber evidences
the ample use Costa Rican practitioners make of the setting
aside procedures.
On this same subject, there is a provision of the Model Law
that is replicated in the International Arbitration Law and that
will surely call the attention of parties in Costa Rica. Article 34(4)
establishes that the First Chamber:
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[...] may, where appropriate and so requested by a party, suspend the
setting aside proceedings for a period of time determined by it in order to
give the arbitral tribunal an opportunity to resume the arbitral proceedings or to take such other action as in the arbitral tribunal’s opinion will
eliminate the grounds for setting aside.

Although it is arguable that Law 7727 authorises it to do so, the
First Chamber has ordered arbitrators in several domestic cases
to correct awards under the existing renvoi of Code of Civil
Procedures, so it is likely that Costa Rican parties will seek to
invoke this provision when facing challenges to awards favourable
to their interests.
Enforcement

To date there have been no enforcement actions of arbitral decisions per article 35 of Law 8937. However, First Chamber decision number 619-E-S1-2015 applying the New York Convention
denied recognition of the award due to the fact that the place
of arbitration had been San José, Costa Rica. The award was
thus deemed to have been rendered by a Costa Rican tribunal and therefore could be enforced by the competent national
civil courts.
Readiness of institutions, logistics and human resources
in Costa Rica for the development of international
arbitration cases

According to Law 7727, local arbitration institutions must be
authorised by the Ministry of Justice to provide dispute resolution services. In Costa Rica, out of the arbitration centres that are
authorised to provide such services, four are capable of managing
international cases:
• Costa Rican Chamber of Commerce Centre of Conciliation
and Arbitration (CCA);45
• US–Costa Rican Chamber of Commerce International
Centre for Conciliation and Arbitration, AmCham (CICA);46
• Costa Rican Bar Centre of Arbitration and Mediation
(CAM-CR);47 and
• Centre of Conflict Resolution of the Federated Association
of Engineers and Architects (CRC-CFIA).48
Outside of those institutions, parties are free to agree to conduct
their international arbitration proceedings in accordance with the
rules of international arbitration centres located outside Costa
Rica, as well as ad hoc rules.
In terms of logistics, international hotel chains such as
Intercontinental, Marriott and Holiday Inn provide appropriate
hearing rooms and accommodations to hold arbitral hearings in
San José. In addition, since local centres are prepared to record all
hearings per the requirements of Law 7727, sound systems and
other technology is available for those purposes. Also, San José
has direct flights to and from other capital cities, such as Madrid,
Washington, DC, Newark, Houston, Dallas, Los Angeles, Lima
and Mexico City.49
In terms of human resources, most attorneys and professionals who are involved in arbitration are fully bilingual. Since several international and regional institutions have offices or seats in
Costa Rica, such as the Inter-American Court of Human Rights
and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, skilled
court reporters and professional interpreters and translators are
readily found.
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IIAs and Costa Rica’s track record in investor-state
dispute settlement

Costa Rica has been an active player in the multilateral trading
system, particularly after the establishment of the World Trade
Organization in 1995. As a small but prosperous country, Costa
Rica certainly punches above its weight. Costa Rica is arguably
the strongest democracy in Latin America, known in the international community for its political stability, strong institutions,
rule of law and respect for international law. In the context of
ISDS, Costa Rica’s conduct is consistent with that reputation.The
paragraphs below outline Costa Rica’s framework of IIAs and
the country’s track record as a respondent in ISDS proceedings.
Protection and promotion of foreign investment in Costa
Rica through IIAs

Since Costa Rica’s establishment of its Ministry of Foreign Trade
(COMEX) through congressional Law 7638 of 30 October 1996,
the country has pursued a consistent and coherent policy of promoting and protecting international investment and international
trade through treaties50 and domestic legislation. Costa Rica is
a party to 14 BITs that are currently in force, with Argentina
(1997), Canada (1998), Chile (1996), Czech Republic (1998),
France (1984), Germany (1994), Republic of Korea (2000), the
Netherlands (1999), Paraguay (1998), Qatar (2010), Spain (1997),
Switzerland (2000), the Republic of China (Taiwan) (1999) and
Venezuela (1997). Costa Rica is also a party to over a dozen
FTAs, several of which contain an investment chapter, including
DR-CAFTA (2004), CARICOM (2004), Central America and
Mexico (2011), Colmbia (2013), Peru (2011), Singapore (2010)
and Chile (1999). In addition, Costa Rica has negotiated and
signed nearly a dozen other IIAs that are yet to enter into force,
including most recently with the People’s Republic of China
(BIT, 2007), Colombia (FTA, 2013) and Central America and the
EU (FTA, 2012), and EFTA and Panama (FTA, 2013).
Most of the IIAs that are currently in force for Costa Rica
provide effective legal protection for foreign investors and their
investments, including recourse to ISDS mechanisms in the form
of international arbitration.51 For example, the IIAs that Costa
Rica has in place with states that are important sources of inward
foreign investment (including Canada, Germany, the Netherlands,
Spain and the United States) provide for rights to compensation
for lawful and unlawful expropriation, fair and equitable treatment, full protection and security, most-favoured nation treatment, national treatment, and free transfers. Some of those IIAs
(for example those with Germany, the Netherlands and Spain)
also contain an ‘observance of undertaking’ or ‘umbrella clause’.
In the event of an investment dispute with Costa Rica, most
of the IIAs in force (including the DR-CAFTA and the BITs
with Canada, the Netherlands and Spain) offer foreign investors
with qualifying investments the choice of international arbitration under the ICSID Convention and Arbitration Rules,52 the
ICSID Additional Facility Rules, and ad hoc arbitration under
the Arbitration Rules of the United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law (UNCITRAL).53
Costa Rica’s track record as a respondent in investorstate dispute settlement proceedings

Costa Rica has been an active and, on the whole, a successful
party in ISDS proceedings.54 It has been a respondent state in 1055
such proceedings, under various investment treaties, including
three cases under the Costa Rica–Canada BIT, two cases under
the DR-CAFTA and two cases under the Costa Rica–Germany
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BIT. Of the 10 cases, eight have concluded and two are still
pending.56
Of the eight concluded proceedings, Costa Rica was ordered
to pay compensation to the claimant in only two proceedings.57
One of those proceedings, Santa Elena58 was initiated with the
essential purpose of determining the value of compensation. In
the remaining six concluded proceedings, the claims were dismissed on jurisdiction,59 dismissed on admissibility,60 dismissed
on the merits61 or discontinued.62
Six of the ten proceedings against Costa Rica were brought
under the ICSID Convention and Arbitration Rules; two under
the ICSID Additional Facility Rules and the remaining two
under the Arbitration Rules of UNCITRAL.
It is noteworthy that half of the registered cases against Costa
Rica relate to government measures in connection with environmental protection. The claims made in the Marion Unglaube,63
Reinhard Hans Unglaube,64 and Spence International Investments,
LLC, Berkowitz et al v the Republic of Costa Rica (UNCITRAL
Arbitral Tribunal, Case No. UNCT/13/2 (concluded)) (Spence
International) proceedings all relate to government measures to
support the establishment of the Las Baulas National Park, an
ecological national park hosting leatherback sea turtles on Costa
Rica’s Pacific coast. Similarly, in Santa Elena, the compensation
complaint related to Costa Rica’s expropriation of land adjacent
to the Santa Rosa National Park, in the interests of protecting
flora and fauna, including stable environments for puma and jaguars and spawning grounds for sea turtles. The pending David
Aven et al v Republic of Costa Rica (UNCITRAL Arbitral Tribunal)
(David Aven) proceeding also concerns government conduct in
connection with the protection of wetlands and forests on Costa
Rica’s Pacific coast.
These cases involving environmental protection measures
present a mixed picture of success for the claimants.To date, Costa
Rica has been ordered to pay a total sum of US$20.1 billion
in compensation, comprising approximately 39 per cent of the
amount claimed in Santa Elena, and possibly an even lower percentage in the Marion Unglaube case.65
No international tribunal to date has found Costa Rica to
breach its obligations to accord fair and equitable treatment, full
protection and security, most-favoured nation or national treatment to foreign investors and their investments.
We will now summarise the eight concluded cases against
Costa Rica, identify the two pending cases and consider Costa
Rica’s compliance record to date.
Concluded cases
Compañía Del Desarrollo de Santa Elena SA v
Republic of Costa Rica (Final Award) (ICSID Arbitral
Tribunal, Case No. ARB/96/01, 17 February 2000)

Claimant: Compañía del Desarrollo de Santa Elena, SA (a Costa
Rican corporation with majority shareholders of US nationality)
Date registered: 15 May 1995
Investment agreement: N/A
Arbitration forum: ICSID
Status: Concluded (final award ordered Costa Rica to pay compensation to the claimant)
The tribunal observed that ‘this is, at the end of the day, a case of
expropriation in which the fundamental issue before the tribunal
is the amount of compensation to be paid.’66
The investment that was the subject of the dispute was a
property known as Santa Elena, located in Costa Rica’s northwest
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Guanacaste Province consisting of over 30 kilometres of Pacific
coastlines, numerous rivers, springs, valleys, forests and mountains,
and a wide variety of flora and fauna. On 5 May 1978, Costa
Rica issued an executive expropriation decree for Santa Elena
to expand the adjacent Santa Rosa National Park with the stated
objective of environmental conservation. In accordance with an
appraisal of Santa Elena, Costa Rica proposed to pay the claimant
US$1.9 million in compensation.
The claimant’s request to ICSID, which was preceded by an
agreement between the governments of the United States and
Costa Rica to submit the case to the ICSID, did not object to
the expropriation but complained about the amount of compensation owed to the claimant in connection with the expropriation. The claimant requested an award of US$41.2 million
with interest and other amounts as fair and full compensation for
the expropriation.
The tribunal ordered that Costa Rica pay the claimant the
sum of US$16 million, which comprised principal and adjusted
compound interest to the date of the award.67 The tribunal held
that compensation had to be determined according to the applicable principle of ‘full compensation for the fair market value of
the property’68 with the fair market value of Santa Elena to be
calculated by reference to its ‘highest and best use’.69 The tribunal
decided that the relevant date that Santa Elena must be valued
was the date of the expropriation decree, as that was the date that
Santa Elena lost its practical and economic use.70 The tribunal
determined that the sum of US$4,150,000 constituted a reasonable and fair approximation of the value of Santa Elena at the
date of its taking.71
In determining Santa Elena’s fair market value, the tribunal
proceeded by means of approximation based on the appraisals
effected by the parties in 1978 and in accordance with several
international arbitrations.72 The tribunal ordered adjusted compound interest on the basis that although the claimant was able to
use and exploit Santa Elena to a limited extent, it was unable to
use Santa Elena for its planned tourism development.73
The tribunal ordered that each party bear its own legal costs
and expenses and share equally in the costs and charges of the
tribunal and the ICSID.74
Alasdair Ross Anderson et al v Republic of Costa Rica
(Award) (ICSID Arbitral Tribunal (Additional Facility),
Case No. ARB (AF)/07/3, 19 May 2010)

Claimant: 137 individual Canadian nationals75
Date registered: 27 March 2007
Investment agreement: Canada – Costa Rica Bilateral Investment
Treaty
Arbitration forum: ICSID Additional Facility
Status: Concluded (dismissed on jurisdiction)
The investments that were the subject of the dispute were deposits made by the claimants in a fraudulent Ponzi scheme that was
operated by two Costa Rican nationals, Luis Enrique Villalobos
Camacho and his brother Osvaldo Villalobos Camacho. Osvaldo
Villalobos Camacho was convicted for aggravated fraud and illegal financial intermediation and was sentenced to 18 years in
prison by the Costa Rican authorities. His brother, Luis Enrique
Villalobos, absconded and remains a fugitive.
The claimants complained that Costa Rica, by failing to
provide proper vigilance and government regulatory supervision over Costa Rica’s financial system, injured their investments
in violation of the BIT provisions regarding full protection and
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security, fair and equitable treatment, due process of law, and protection against expropriation.
The tribunal accepted the first objection to jurisdiction made
by Costa Rica and dismissed the case for lack of jurisdiction
‘ratione materiae’.76 The tribunal found that the claimants did not
qualify as investors pursuant to the BIT because they had failed
to demonstrate that they owned or controlled an investment in
the territory of Costa Rica in accordance with the laws of Costa
Rica.77 The transaction by which the claimants obtained ownership of their assets did not comply with the relevant law of the
Central Bank of Costa Rica.78
The tribunal ordered that each party bear its own legal costs
and expenses and share equally in the costs and charges of the
tribunal and the ICSID.79
Marion Unglaube v Republic of Costa Rica (Award)
(ICSID Arbitral Tribunal, Case No ARB/08/1, 16 May
2012); Reinhard Hans Unglaube v Republic of Costa
Rica (Award) (ICSID Arbitral Tribunal, Case No.
ARB/09/20, 16 May 2012)

Claimant: Mrs Marion Unglaube and Mr Reinhard Hans
Unglaube (German nationals)
Date registered: 25 January 2008; 11 November 2009 (consolidated)
Investment agreement: Costa Rica – Germany Bilateral Investment
Treaty
Arbitration forum: ICSID
Status: Concluded (final award partially in favour of claimant)
The investments that were the subject of the proceedings were
properties owned by the claimants and acquired for the development of an ecotourism project. The properties were located in
the vicinity of Playa Grande, in the Guanacaste Province, Costa
Rica. Playa Grande is a picturesque beach on Costa Rica’s Pacific
coast and an important site on which the endangered leatherback
turtles lay their eggs. Costa Rica has undertaken numerous actions
to protect the habitat; as early as 1991 it announced its intention
to create the Las Baulas National Park and has pursued successive
legal, administrative and court-ordered measures in pursuance of
that objective.
The claimants alleged five separate categories of BIT violations: expropriation without compensation; failure to observe
assumed obligations; unfair and inequitable treatment; failure to
grant full protection and security; and impairment of the administration, management, use or enjoyment of investments by arbitrary
or discriminatory measures.
The tribunal found in the claimants’ favour in relation only to
the expropriation claim made by Ms Marion Unglaube regarding a particular parcel of land (the 75-metre strip).80 The tribunal
found that Costa Rica, in the process of initiating expropriation
of that land, did not make timely arrangements to determine the
amount of compensation and make payment thereof to claimant Marion Unglaube.81 The tribunal found that the rights of
the claimant had been affected in a similar way as in Santa Elena
and in obiter dicta said that the state responsibility for expropriation included proper drafting of expropriation laws.82 Accordingly,
the tribunal ordered that Costa Rica pay to claimant Marion
Unglaube the sum of US$3.1 million plus interest to the date of
the award for a total amount of US$4.1 million.83
The tribunal rejected the claimants’ other arguments, including the allegation that Costa Rica failed to provide a stable and
predictable legal and business environment and frustrated the
investors’ legitimate expectations.84
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The tribunal ordered that each party bear its own legal costs
and expenses and share equally in the costs and charges of the
tribunal and ICSID.85
Quadrant Pacific Growth Fund LP and Canasco
Holdings Inc v Republic of Costa Rica (Order of the
Tribunal) (ICSID Arbitral Tribunal (Additional Facility),
Case No. ARB (AF)/08/1, 27 October 2010)

Claimant: Quadrant Pacific Growth Fund LP and Canasco
Holdings, Inc (Canadian investors)
Date registered: 21 December 2007
Investment agreement: Canada – Costa Rica Bilateral Investment
Treaty
Arbitration forum: ICSID Additional Facility
Status: Concluded (discontinuance noted; costs ordered
against claimants)
The investments at issue in this case were orange plantations
located on the northern border of Costa Rica (the Aprel lands),
allegedly owned by the claimants. The claimants complained that
Costa Rica had failed to take reasonable steps to address the continuing illegal trespass on the Aprel lands by illegal squatters. The
claimants contended that Costa Rica’s failure to enforce its law for
the protection of private property resulted in damages to the Aprel
lands, in violation of the BIT. The claimants pleaded that Costa
Rica breached the provisions of the BIT concerning fair and equitable treatment, full protection and security, national treatment,
and most-favoured nation treatment.
On the eve of the hearing on the merits and after almost
two years of litigation and a staunch legal defence by Costa
Rica, the claimants abandoned their claims. In January 2010,
the tribunal decided to stay the proceedings pursuant to the
ICSID Administrative and Financial Regulations and the ICSID
Additional Facility Rules;86 the secretary-general of ICSID subsequently requested that the proceedings be discontinued. The tribunal took note of the discontinuance of proceedings and ordered
that the claimants pay the sum of US$730,000 to Costa Rica in
respect of fees and costs.87 Although it is not common practice
to include an order as to costs in an order providing for discontinuance, the tribunal took the view that the claimants’ improper
conduct justified such an order.88
Supervision y Control SA v Republic of Costa Rica
(ICSID Arbitral Tribunal, Case No. ARB/12/4)

Claimant: Supervision y Control SA (Spanish motor vehicle
inspection company)
Date registered: 9 February 2012
Investment agreement: Spain – Costa Rica Bilateral Investment
Treaty
Arbitration forum: ICSID
Status: Concluded (dismissed on admissibility)
The investment subject to dispute was the claimant’s shareholding in Riteve S y C SA (Riteve), a Costa Rican joint venture
company. Riteve had entered into a 10-year concession contract
with Costa Rica’s Ministry of Transport and Public Works for the
exclusive right to create and operate vehicle inspection stations
in Costa Rica. The claimant alleged that the state breached the
terms of that concession contract by failing to implement annual
increases in rates for the inspection services, and that Costa Rica
had thereby breached its obligations under the Spanish-Costa
Rica BIT to afford fair and equitable treatment, full protection
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and security, and non-arbitrary or discriminatory measures in
the operation, management, use, enjoyment or sale of the claimant’s investments, as well as protections against expropriation.The
claimant sought damages in the amount of US$350 million.
The tribunal accepted Costa Rica’s objection that the claimant’s claims were inadmissible. While the whole of the tribunal
considered that it had jurisdiction to hear the claimant’s claims by
virtue of the treaty’s umbrella clause, the majority of the tribunal
considered such claims to be inadmissible because the claimant
had failed to comply with either the forum selection clause or the
notification clause prescribed in the treaty.89
The tribunal ordered that each party bear its own legal costs
and expenses and share equally in the costs and charges of the
tribunal and ICSID.
Cervin Investissements SA and Rhone Investissements
SA v Republic of Costa Rica (ICSID Arbitral Tribunal,
Case No. ARB/13/2)

Claimant: Cervin Investissements SA and Rhone Investissements
SA (Swiss investors in a Costa Rican gas company)
Date registered: 11 March 2013
Investment agreement: Costa Rica – Switzerland Bilateral
Investment Treaty
Arbitration forum: ICSID
Status: Concluded
The investments in question were the claimants’ shareholdings
in Gas National Zeta (GNZ), a Costa Rican entity that controls
approximately 70% of the market for the bottling and distribution
of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) in Costa Rica. The claimants
alleged that Costa Rica had fixed consumer prices in the LPG
market, sought to standardise bottling procedures in breach of
existing regulations, permitted lower consumer prices for a stateowned entity that sold LPG, imposed discriminatory and arbitrary
levies on GNZ, and thereby breached obligations owed to the
claimant under the Costa Rica-Switzerland BIT.
In response to Costa Rica’s challenge of the tribunal’s juris
diction, on 15 December 2014 the majority of the tribunal
accepted jurisdiction over just two of the claims raised by the
claimants, specifically: the imposition of a levy and the refusal of
Costa Rica to adjust prices for LPG.90 The tribunal reasoned that
both claims, if proven, would be capable of breaching the fair and
equitable treatment obligation owed by Costa Rica to the claimant under the treaty. The tribunal concluded that it lacked jurisdiction over the other claims either because the claimants failed
to establish on a prima facie basis that the alleged misconduct
of Costa Rica was capable of constituting a treaty violation, or
because the formulations of the claims lacked sufficient s pecificity
to allow the tribunal to determine whether a prima facie case
existed for the alleged treaty violation.
It is reported that in its final award, issued to the parties on
8 March 2017 but not yet public,91 the tribunal did not award any
damages to the claimants. It ordered the claimants to pay half of
Costa Rica’s costs.92
Spence International Investments, LLC, Berkowitz et al v
the Republic of Costa Rica (UNCITRAL Arbitral Tribunal,
Case No. UNCT/13/2)

Claimant: Spence International Investments, LLC, Bob F Spence,
Joseph M Holsten, Brenda K Copher, Ronald E Copher, Brette
E Berkowitz, Trevor B Berkowitz, Aaron C Berkowitz and Glen
Gremillion (US investors)
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Date registered: 10 June 2013
Investment agreement: Dominican Republic Central America
Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA-DR)
Arbitration forum: Ad hoc UNCITRAL arbitration
Status: Concluded (discontinuance noted)
The investments subject to dispute were beachfront properties,
owned by the claimants and situated in the Las Baulas National
Park (a Costa Rican conservation park for sea turtles).The claimants alleged that Costa Rica had unlawfully expropriated the
properties as a result of the development of the national park
and had therefore breached international obligations owed to the
claimants under CAFTA-DR.The claimants further alleged indirect expropriation of the parts of their properties that lay outside
the boundaries of the park. Compensation totalling approximately
US$33 million was sought.
In an interim award rendered on 25 October 2016 (and corrected on 30 May 2017), the tribunal dismissed the majority
of the claimants’ claims on jurisdictional grounds. It found the
claimants to have had constructive knowledge of the fact that
their properties were within the park at the time of purchase and
therefore knew (or should have known) that the properties would
be subject to expropriation by Costa Rica. In view of that prior
knowledge, and given the three-year limitation period imposed by
the treaty, the tribunal held that the claimants’ claims were largely
time-barred. The tribunal also found that the alleged misconduct
of Costa Rica predated the treaty’s entry into force and as such
could not, even if proven, be capable of constituting a breach of
CAFTA-DR. In respect of the allegations of indirect expropriation, the tribunal considered these claims inseparable from the
direct expropriation claims and therefore held them to be timebarred and non-justiciable.
Notwithstanding the aforementioned, the tribunal did accept
jurisdiction in respect of claims that alleged manifest arbitrariness or blatant unfairness of compensatory calculations made
by the Costa Rican judiciary. The Tribunal explained that the
courts’ calculations had been made within the treaty’s limitation
period and so were capable of breaching CAFTA-DR. In its corrected interim award, the tribunal further added that the parties should be afforded opportunity to be heard on the question
of jurisdiction for court rulings made after the arbitration had
been filed.
On 23 October 2016, Spence International and Gremillion
notified the tribunal that they wished to withdraw their remaining claims. On 14 December 2016, Costa Rica requested that
the tribunal terminate the case with prejudice with respect to
those two claimants and order them to pay costs. By decision of
10 February 2017, the tribunal terminated the proceedings in
respect of Spence International and Gremillion’s remaining claims,
refusing to grant a with prejudice order because it considered that
principles of res judicata would apply should the claimants seek to
re-arbitrate the same claims.
Meanwhile, the three Berkowitz claimants had filed a petition in the US courts to set aside the tribunal’s interim award of
25 October 2016. The Berkowitzes notified the tribunal of that
filing and requested that the arbitral proceedings be stayed pending a final decision by the US courts. In support of their stay appli
cation, the Berkowitzes argued that running parallel proceedings
prejudiced the parties because they were forced to adopt concurrent and contradictory positions in accepting and, at the same
time, challenging the award. On 28 February 2017, the tribunal
rejected the Berkowitzes’ application for stay.
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Following the unsuccessful stay application, the Berkowitzes
remained concerned that the continuation of the arbitration
would undermine its set aside proceedings before the US court.
Accordingly, the Berkowitzes requested that the arbitral tribunal
terminate the arbitral proceedings in respect of their claims. That
request was agreed to by Costa Rica and, on 30 May 2017, the
proceedings were terminated in respect of them.
The tribunal ordered that each party should bear their own
costs, and share equally the costs and expenses of the tribunal
and ICSID.
Pending cases
David Aven et al v Republic of Costa Rica (UNCITRAL
Arbitral Tribunal)

Claimant: Mr David Richard Aven, Mr Samuel Donald Aven, Ms
Carolyn Jean Park, Mr Eric Allan Park, Mr Jeffrey Scott Shioleno,
Mr Giacomo Anthony Buscemi, Mr David Alan Janney and Mr
Roger Raguso (US investor)
Date registered: 24 January 2014
Investment agreement: Dominican Republic Central America
Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA-DR)
Arbitration forum: Ad hoc UNCITRAL arbitration
Status: Pending
Infinito Gold Ltd v Republic of Costa Rica (ICSID Arbitral
Tribunal, Case No. ARB/14/5)

Claimant: Infinito Gold Ltd (Canadian mining company)
Date registered: 4 March 2014
Investment agreement: Canada – Costa Rica Bilateral Investment
Treaty
Arbitration forum: ICSID
Status: Pending
Costa Rica’s compliance record

Overall, Costa Rica has had a successful record in investment
treaty arbitration; it has prevailed in most of the cases concluded
to date. Consistent with its obligations under international law,
including under the ICSID Convention, Costa Rica has complied
with the only two awards93 that have ordered it to pay compensation to foreign investors,94 both of which concerned uncompensated expropriation. Conversely, the foreign investors that
brought unsuccessful claims against Costa Rica and ultimately
were ordered by an international tribunal to pay the costs of proceedings to the state have failed to do so.
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will be noted below.
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26 See Decision No. 1565-A-S1-2010 of 23 December 2010. But
see Decision No. 729-C-SI -2008 of 31 October 2008, where the
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arbitrators’ decision to include non-signatories that belonged the

controversias no sean susceptibles de arbitraje o se puedan someter

same economic was revoked by the First Chamber, without much

a arbitraje únicamente de conformidad con disposiciones que
no sean las de la presente ley. Tampoco será de aplicación en
las disputas entre inversionista–Estado reguladas en los acuerdos
internacionales.’
17 See Eduardo Silva Romero, note 2. In response see, Dyalá Jiménez
Figueres, note 2 above, for an analysis according to which the only

reasoning.
27 See Decision 746-C-2007 of 19 Oct 2007. See also Decision No. 703A-00 of 22 September 2000 and Decision No. 475-0 of 27 June 2001.
28 See Decision No. 299-F-S1-2009 of 26 March 2009.
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plausible interpretation is that the provisions of Law 8937 do not

No. 495-F-S1-2008 of 24 June 2008, and No. 798-C-S1-2008 of 4

replace provisions that foresee different procedures under IIAs.

December 2008. See also Decision No. 001293-C-S1-2016. See also,
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19 Lower courts may be called to intervene when the enforcement

including the State, are free to submit their disputes to arbitration

constitutional article 41 is violated.
31 Article 10: ‘Number of arbitrators
(1) The parties are free to determine the number of arbitrators.
	(2) Failing such determination, the number of arbitrators shall be
three.’ Adapted from the English version of the Model Law.
32 Article 17: ‘Power of arbitral tribunal to order interim measures
(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, the arbitral tribunal may,
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at the request of a party, grant interim measures.

framework.

(2) An interim measure is any temporary measure, taken with a

43 See Decision No. 1344-F-S1-2015.

reasoned decision, by which, at any time prior to the issuance of the

44 See Decision No. 1371-F-S1-2015. This case involved foreign parties,

award by which the dispute is finally decided, the arbitral tribunal
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Adapted from the English version of the Model Law.
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35 For more detail, see Marcela Filloy-Zerr, note 15 above, at pp. 29–32.
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above.
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and expert, in arbitrations governed by institutional rules, as well as ad hoc procedures. DJ Arbitraje
also advises on pre-litigation strategies, as well as court procedures related to arbitration.

Dyalá Jiménez
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Patricio Grané Labat
Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer

Patricio Grané Labat is a partner in the London office of Arnold
& Porter Kaye Scholer LLP. He is both civil and common lawtrained and is admitted to practise in New York and Washington,
DC. He holds a master’s in law (LLM) in international law from
Georgetown University Law Center.
Patricio has extensive experience representing sovereign states
and private parties in international dispute resolution proceedings,
as well as in non-contentious matters under public international
law. He has represented claimant and respondent parties in investment arbitrations, including under the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the Dominican Republic-Central
America-United States Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA-DR), and
various bilateral investment treaties. He has acted as counsel in
institutional or ad hoc arbitrations under ICSID, UNCITRAL,
SCC, LCIA and ICC rules. Patricio has also represented developed and developing countries in dispute settlement proceedings
under the World Trade Organization (WTO) and has argued cases
(including as lead counsel) before panels and the Appellate Body.
Patricio also advises sovereign states on jurisdictional immunities issues, including in the context of judicial proceedings before
European courts, as well as on international humanitarian law, the
use of force and state responsibility.
Before moving to London, Patricio was an adjunct professor
of law at Georgetown University Law Center (2008–2013), where
he lectured on dispute resolution under international trade and
investment agreements.
Patricio is an Argentine, Costa Rican and US national. He
lives in London, UK.
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London EC2N 1HQ
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 20 7786 6100
Fax: +44 20 7786 6299
Patricio Grané Labat
patricio.grane@apks.com
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Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer is an international leading law firm, with more than 1,000 lawyers in 13
cities around the globe. Client-driven and industry-focused, our lawyers practice across more than 30
practice areas, including international arbitration, international trade, and public international law.
Our global reach, experience and deep knowledge allow us to work across geographic, cultural,
technological and cultural borders. Our international arbitration team has exceptional breadth and
scope and is renowned and recognised for its experience and success rate, among other attributes.
With a global footprint, a proven track record, and with team members who clients trust with their
most sensitive and complex international arbitration issues, Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer is positioned
to provide a targeted and sophisticated service to our international arbitration clients worldwide.
Our recognition includes Chambers USA, Chambers Global, Chambers Latin America, The Legal
500 US, The Legal 500 Latin America, The Legal 500 UK, Global Arbitration Review, International Legal
Alliance Summit, Latin Lawyer, and US News & World Report, among other leading market publications.
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